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Abstract—A series of integrated equalizers based on joint buck-
boost (BB) and switched-capacitor (SC) converters are proposed
for balancing the voltages of series-connected battery packs.
All these equalizers realize the any-cells-to-any-cells (AC2AC)
equalization mode without increasing any MOSFETs and drivers.
Corresponding operational principles are analyzed and the ex-
pressions of balancing currents are verified by experimental
waveforms. According to the comparative balancing experiments
for four and six series-connected Li-ion cells, one proposed
CBB-PCSC equalizer, which achieves the dual AC2AC balancing
modes through the integration of both coupled buck-boost (CBB)
and parallel-connected switched-capacitor (PCSC) converters,
leads to the highest balancing speed and efficiency. Moreover,
compared with several conventional equalizers, this CBB-PCSC
topology also has the compact size and low cost, making it become
a well-performing integrated topology for automotive battery
voltages equalization.

Index Terms—Li-ion batteries management, voltage equaliza-
tion, any-cells-to-any-cells mode, electric vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are generally connected in
series or in parallel to provide enough voltage and power for
electric vehicles (EVs) [1]–[4]. One key but challenging issue
is to equalize the inconsistent voltages among cells, owing to
that the performance and safety of battery packs/modules are
strongly related to the voltage consistency level [5]. In actual
applications, slight differences in cell capacity, impedance or
self-discharge rate may occur [6]. These differences tend to
increase over time after charging/discharging cycles, further
resulting in the reduced available capacity, accelerated health
degradation and even safety problems for battery pack [7]–
[10]. In this regard, it is vital to develop effective equalization
topologies for battery pack to ensure that each cell can be
operated within the satisfactory consistency level [11,12].

To date, various battery equalization approaches have been
proposed in the literature, which can be mainly divided into
passive equalizers and active equalizers [13]–[15]. Due to the
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simple structure with only one resistor and switch for each cell,
the passive equalizer can be easily implemented in EVs [13].
However, this solution is limited as large energy dissipation
and long equalization time. Besides, by using passive equal-
ization, considerable heat will be generated, which leads to
many thermal issues. To overcome these drawbacks, equalizers
based on the active balancing have been designed. For active
balancing, a proper active equalizer consisting of several
energy storage components (i.e., capacitor, and inductor) is
utilized to control power flow, further leading to an efficiency-
conscious way to equalize battery cells [13,16].

According to the types of energy flux, active equalizer can
be further classified into five topology categories: adjacent
cell-to-cell (AC2C) [17]–[19], direct cell-to-cell (DC2C) [20]–
[23], cell-to-pack (C2P) [24]–[27], pack-to-cell (P2C) [27,28],
and any-cells-to-any-cells (AC2AC) [29,30]. The AC2C equal-
izer owns a simple structure with compact size, low cost, and
small voltage stress on components [17]–[19]. However, the
energy for such case is only transferred from one cell to adja-
cent cell, resulting in a relatively slow equalization speed and
low efficiency for the multi-cell string. The DC2C equalizer
is capable of directly transferring energy among arbitrary two
cells regardless of their positions in the battery string [20]–
[23]. However, just two cells can be equalized simultaneously
by DC2C, leading to a slow equalization speed for a large
battery pack. For example, Shang et al. [31] proposed a
compact DC2C equalizer based on LC resonant and boost
converters. As a result, a high balancing efficiency of 98%
is achieved. The boost converter is employed to improve the
voltage gap and balancing current, which provides a condition
for zero-voltage gap (ZVG) between cells. By using the C2P
equalizer or P2C equalizer, energy can be transferred among
individual cell and whole battery pack, further improving the
equalization speed [24]–[28]. However, their corresponding
step-up and step-down conversion ratios are extremely high
or low for a large battery string, leading to the low conver-
sion efficiency and large voltage stress on power switches.
In comparison with the aforementioned equalizers that only
achieve the ‘time-shared’ equalization, the AC2AC equalizer
automatically transfers energy from all higher-voltage cells to
all lower-voltage cells [29,30]. Consequently, both the equal-
ization speed and efficiency can be guaranteed, prompting the
AC2AC equalizer to become a promising way for equalizing
inconsistency among cell voltages. It is worth mentioning
that Shang et al. [30,32] designed a series of high-efficiency
compact AC2AC equalizers with simple control. By designing
new switched-capacitor or forward-flyback converters, these
equalizers can automatically and directly deliver energy from
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any higher voltage cells to lower voltage ones without the need
of cell monitoring circuits, leading to a higher balancing speed
independent of the cell number and the initial cell voltages.

In addition, several conventional topologies have been
widely used for battery equalization. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
a classic active equalization architecture is developed by
employing a BB converter for every two adjacent cells [17],
bringing the benefits that the automatic and simultaneous
equalization process can be achieved with a simple control
implementation and low voltage stress on MOSFETs. Unfortu-
nately, a large amount of MOSFETs and inductors are involved
in this BB based equalizer, further leading to a large topology
size and high cost. Moreover, the corresponding equalization
speed and efficiency would be severely limited because the
energy in this architecture can only be transferred from one
cell to the adjacent one, i.e., the AC2C equalization [33].

Fig. 1 (b) shows the series-connected switched-capacitor
(SCSC) equalizer for n cells, where one capacitor is set
for every two adjacent cells [18]. By switching the parallel
capacitors back and forth repeatedly, the SCSC equalizer
brings the cell voltages to average value [18]. However, energy
is also transferred from one cell to the adjacent one, resulting
in a severe penalty on the balancing efficiency and speed.
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Fig. 1. The conventional equalizers. (a) BB topology [16]. (b) SCSC topology
[17]. (c) PCSC topology [29].

Analogously, a parallel-connected switched-capacitor
(PCSC) equalizer [29] with faster equalization speed and
higher efficiency is presented in Fig. 1(c), which is capable
of transferring energy from all higher-voltage cells to all
lower-voltage cells, i.e., the AC2AC equalization, without
considering the initial imbalanced statuses of cell voltages
[29]. However, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c), each cell involves
two MOSFETs and drivers, resulting in a large topology size
with high cost. In this regard, complicated structure becomes
a main bottleneck for large-scale industrial applications of
the PCSC equalizer.

Fortunately, both BB and SC equalizers have the same half-
bridge structure, generating the novel possibilities to integrate
them into one topology. Specifically, we can integrate the SC
equalizers into the BB equalizer, which not only uses less
MOSFETs and isolated drivers, reducing circuit size and cost,
but also achieves more balancing paths among cells, further
increasing the equalization speed and efficiency.

Based upon the above discussion, this paper proposes sev-
eral integrated equalizers based on joint BB and SC con-
verters, which not only realize the simultaneous and efficient
equalization for series-connected cells, but also achieve the

improved AC2AC mode without using extra MOSFETs and
drivers. Specifically, four key original contributions are made
in this work. Firstly, a novel framework by integrating the
inductor-based and SC-based equalizers into one topology is
proposed, which will be helpful for the future improvement
of battery equalization. Secondly, three integrated equalization
topologies are designed to suit different applications and
requirements. Thirdly, the analytical expressions of the balanc-
ing currents are derived and verified by experiments, which
provides a guideline for the optimal design of the proposed
equalizer. Finally, a comparison of the balancing results of
the proposed equalizers is conducted through experimental
tests, evaluating the performance of each integrated equalizer.
Obviously, with dual AC2AC modes, the proposed CBB-PCSC
equalizer outperforms other counterparts.

II. INTEGRATED EQUALIZER AND OPERATION PRINCIPLES

A. Circuit Configuration and Operational Principles

Driven by the idea of combining the benefits of both BB
and SC converters, three integrated equalizers are designed, as
shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2 (a), the interleaved buck-boost
(IBB) converter and the PCSC converter are easily integrated
into one topology due to the similar half-bridge structure.
As a result, this integrated IBB-PCSC equalizer can not
only achieve reliable AC2C equalization between neighboring
cells through the IBB converters but also realize the AC2AC
equalization among the two-cell groups (e.g., B1-B2, B3-
B4, . . . ) through the PCSC converter without increasing the
numbers of the MOSFETs and drivers. This method has the
obvious advantage of easy extension for odd and even cell
numbers.
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Fig. 2. The proposed integrated equalizers. (a) IBB-PCSC topology. (b) SBB-
PCSC topology. (c) CBB-PCSC topology.

However, one obvious drawback for the IBB-PCSC equal-
izer is that several BB converters (i.e., the left ones) share
the repeated equalization functions with the PCSC converter,
which not only increases energy loss but also leads to relatively
large size and high cost. To further simplify the equalizer
topology, a sequential buck-boost (SBB)-PCSC equalizer is
proposed by only employing the relevant BB converters, as
shown in Fig. 2 (b). Consequently, both the topology size
and the corresponding cost are reduced. Besides, the SBB and
PCSC converters could complement each other. Specifically,
the equalization within every two-cell group can be realized
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by the SBB converter, while the AC2AC equalization among
all two-cell groups can be achieved by the PCSC converter.

To further improve the equalization performance, an inte-
grated equalizer based on the coupled buck-boost (CBB) and
the PCSC converters is proposed and shown in Fig. 2 (c).
This CBB part is capable of realizing the effective AC2AC
equalization for the series-connected battery string because the
inductors here are also coupled in a multi-winding transformer.
Through adopting double AC2AC equalizations, the speed
and efficiency could be enhanced without using additional
components. In comparison with the other two proposed
equalizers, the topology structure of integrated CBB-PCSC
equalizer is better in terms of low numbers of components
to achieve best equalization for series connected cells.

B. Operational Principles

Taken the CBB-PCSC equalizer as an example, Fig. 3 shows
the operational principles for six series-connected cells under
the assumption of VB1 > VB2 > ... > VB6. L1, L2, and L3

are the magnetic inductances of multi-winding transformer.
LL1, LL2, and LL3 represent the leakage inductors of multi-
winding transformer. C1, C2, and C3 are the capacitors. LC1,
LC2, and LC3 stand for the parasitic inductances in the PCSC
equalizer. RL1, RL2, and RL3 are the equivalent resistances
in the transformer windings. RC1, RC2, and RC3 represent
the equivalent resistances in the capacitor branch circuits.
This CBB-PCSC equalizer could be only controlled by a
pair of complementary PWM signals for the odd and even
MOSFETs, respectively, and has two steady working states in
one switching period as:
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  Fig. 3. Operational principles of the proposed CBB-PCSC equalizer under
the assumption of VB1 > VB2 > ... > VB6. (a) Topology for CBB-PCSC.
(b1), (b2) State I. (c1), (c2) State II.

State I [t0-t1, Figs. 3 (b1), (b2)]: At t0, the odd numbered
MOSFETs Q1, Q3, Q5 are turned ON, and the even numbered
MOSFETs Q2, Q4, Q6 are turned OFF.

For State I, L1, L2, L3 that charged during the last State II
is connected to the odd cells B1, B3, B5, respectively. Then
the odd cells would be charged with an exponential decrease
current due to iL1, iL2, iL3 cannot change suddenly, as shown
in Fig. 3 (b1). As VB1 > VB3 > VB5, iL1 will first decrease to
0, followed by iL2 and iL3. Then, B1, B3, B5 start to charge
L1, L2, L3 with an exponential increase inductor current,
respectively. Here the charging times meet tB1 < tB3 < tB5

and the discharging times meet tB1 > tB3 > tB5. As a
result, B1 releases more energy, B3 releases less energy,
and B5 absorbs the energy from B1 and B3. Therefore, the
equalization among B1, B3, B5 can be achieved based on
forward conversion. As shown in Fig. 3 (b2), the capacitors
are connected in parallel with the corresponding upper cells
B1-B4 through Q1, Q3, and Q5. Three discharging paths are
constructed from B1-B4 to C1-C3. Specifically, iC1 flows
from B1-B2 to C1-C2 through Q1 and Q3. iC2 flows from
B3-B4 to C2-C3 through Q3 and Q5. iC3 flows from B1-B4

to C1 and C3 through Q5 and Q7. During this period, energy
in the upper cells B1-B4 is transferred to the capacitors.

State II [t1-t2, Figs. 3 (c1), (c2)]: The odd MOSFETs Q1,
Q3, Q5 keep being turned ON, and the even MOSFETs Q2,
Q4, Q6 keep being turned OFF.

For State II, L1, L2, L3 are connected to the even cells B2,
B4, B6, respectively. Because L1, L2, L3 have been charged
during State I, iL1, iL2, iL3 will charge B2, B4, B6 with an
exponential decrease current, as shown in Fig. 3 (c1). Due to
VB2 > VB4 > VB6, iL1 will first decrease to 0, followed by
iL2 and iL3. After that, B2, B4, B6 start to charge L1, L2,
L3, respectively with an exponential increase inductor current.
Here the charging times meet tB2 < tB4 < tB6 and the
discharging times meet tB2 > tB4 > tB6. Consequently, B2

releases more energy, B4 releases less energy, and B6 absorbs
the energy from B2 and B4. In addition, during States I and
II, energy is automatically transferred from the odd cells with
higher voltages to the even cells with lower voltages based on
flyback conversion. Therefore, the equalization between the
odd and even cells is realized. As shown in Fig. 3 (c2), the
capacitors are connected in parallel with the corresponding
lower cells B3-B6 through Q2, Q4, and Q6. Three charging
paths to cells are constructed. Specifically, iC1 flows from C1-
C2 to B3-B4 through Q2 and Q4, which achieves the energy
transfer from B1-B2 to B3-B4. iC2 flows from C2-C3 to B5-
B6 through Q4 and Q6, which achieves the energy transfer
from B3-B4 to B5-B6. iC2 flows from C1 and C3 to B3-B6

through Q2 and Q6, which achieves the energy transfer from
B1-B2 to B5-B6.

According to the above analysis, it is evident that both the
CBB and PCSC converters can achieve the AC2AC equaliza-
tion among the cells, benefitting the improvements of both
equalization speed and efficiency.

C. Analysis of the balancing currents
This subsection analyzes the balancing currents of CBB-

PCSC equalizer. For the CBB part, based upon Kirchhoff’s
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voltage law (KVL), the voltage across the magnetic inductance
of the CBB is equal to the average voltage of cells as,

VLm =
VB1 + VB2 + VB3 + VB4 + VB5 + VB6

6
. (1)

Besides, the winding currents of the CBB equalizer during
the first half period (0 < t ≤ 0.5T ) can be expressed as,

LL1
diL1

dt + iL1RL1 = 5VB1−VB2−VB3−VB4−VB5−VB6

6

LL2
diL2

dt + iL2RL2 = 5VB3−VB1−VB2−VB4−VB5−VB6

6

LL3
diL3

dt + iL3RL3 = 5VB5−VB1−VB2−VB3−VB4−VB6

6

(2)

Analogously, the windings currents during the second half
period (0.5T < t ≤ T ) can be expressed as,

LL1
diL1

dt + iL1RL1 = VB1+VB3+VB4+VB5+VB6−5VB2

6

LL2
diL2

dt + iL2RL2 = VB1+VB2+VB3+VB5+VB6−5VB4

6

LL3
diL3

dt + iL3RL3 = VB1+VB2+VB3+VB4+VB5−5VB6

6

(3)

According to (2) and (3), the winding currents of the CBB
equalizer can be solved as (4) and (5) at the front of next page.

It is important to note that the winding current of the
CBB equalizer is in inverse proportion to the equivalent
resistance RL. The larger the cell voltage difference, the larger
the winding current. As a result, decreasing the switching
frequency or the leakage inductance can improve the balancing
current. The cell balancing current is independent of the
magnetic inductance, while the leakage inductance only affects
the balancing current instead of the final equalized cell voltage.

For the PCSC part, due to the parasitic inductance in
circuits, the SC converter can be equivalent to a resonant
LC converter. When the switching frequency is equal to the
inherent resonant frequency of the LC converter, the LC
converter achieves the maximum energy transfer during one
switching period. Let the input and output of the resonant LC
converter are a higher voltage VH and a lower voltage VL
respectively, according to the KVL, there exists a nonlinear
relation between VH and the resonance current iLC during
the first half switching period as,

VH = vC + L · diLC
dt

+R · iLC (6)

where vC is the capacitor voltage. L means the inductance. R
stands for the equivalent resistance.

Besides, iLC is also dependent on vC and expressed as,

iLC = C · dvC
dt

, (7)

where C represents the capacitance of the capacitor. Based
upon (6) and (7), the sinusoidal current during half switching
period can be described as,

iLC(t) = A · sin (β · t+B) · eαt, (8)

where

α = − R

2L
, (9)

β =

√
1

L · C
− R2

4L2
. (10)

According to (10), the corresponding resonant frequency f0
could be described as,

f0 =

√
1
L·C − R2

4L2

2π
. (11)

Under the conditions of t = 0 and iLC(0) = 0, (8) would be
further deduced as B = 0.

Combining (6) and (8), the capacitor voltage could be
further described by,

vC(t)=VH−A·β ·L·cos (βt)·eαt−A·R
2

·sin(βt)·eαt. (12)

At t = 0 and t = π/β, the capacitor voltage satisfies,

vC (0) + vC

(
2π

β

)
= VH + VL. (13)

Combining (12) and (13), parameter A could be deduced as,

A =
VH − VL

β · L ·
(
1− e

α
β π
) . (14)

With the explicit expressions of α, β, A, and B, the resonance
current could be written as,

iLC(t)≈
2 (VH−VL)

π ·R
· sin

(√
1

L·C
− R2

4L2
·t

)
·e− R

2L t (15)

As shown in Fig. 3, in order to simplify the analysis, it is
reasonably assumed that the capacitances, resistances, and par-
asitic inductances are equal. According to (15), the balancing
currents of the PCSC equalizer can be expressed as,

iC1(t)=
VB1+VB2−VB3−VB4

π·RC ·sin

 1√
LC ·C−

R2
C

4L2
C

·t

·e−RC
2LC

·t

iC2(t)=
VB3+VB4−VB5−VB6

π·RC ·sin

 1√
LC ·C−

R2
C

4L2
C

·t

·e−RC
2LC

·t

iC3(t)=
VB1+VB2−VB5−VB6

π·RC ·sin

 1√
LC ·C−

R2
C

4L2
C

·t

·e−RC
2LC

·t

(16)

where RC , LC , and C are the uniform equivalent resistance,
parasitic inductance, and capacitance, respectively. The bal-
ancing current of the PCSC equalizer is directly proportional
to the cell voltage difference. Decreasing RC or increasing LC
can reduce the attenuation of the amplitude of the balancing
current. In a real application, the parameters in (11) may
change over time, leading to the small change of f0. This
change could cause the variations of balancing time but would
not affect the final balanced battery voltage. In this context,
the proposed balancing circuit is able to adapt to this change.

According to the above analyses, it can be seen that the
balancing current of the CBB part decreases as the switching
frequency increases, and vice versa. Nevertheless, the PCSC
part has a tough requirement for the switching frequency.
According to (16), when the switching frequency reduces from
f0, the balancing current of PCSC part will also decrease.
However, when the switching frequency is higher than f0,
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iL1(t) =
5VB1−VB2−VB3−VB4−VB5−VB6

6RL
− 2VB1+2VB2−VB3−VB4−VB5−VB6

3RL
· 1

e
−RL
LL

·T
2 +1

· e−
RL
LL

t

iL2(t) =
5VB3−VB1−VB2−VB4−VB5−VB6

6RL
− 2VB3+2VB4−VB1−VB2−VB5−VB6

3RL
· 1

e
−RL
LL

·T
2 +1

· e−
RL
LL

t

iL3(t) =
5VB5−VB1−VB2−VB3−VB4−VB6

6RL
− 2VB5+2VB6−VB1−VB2−VB3−VB4

3RL
· 1

e
−RL
Lf

·T
2 +1

· e−
RL
Lf

t

, 0 < t ≤ T

2
. (4)


iL1(t) =

VB1+VB3+VB4+VB5+VB6−5VB2

6RL
+ 2VB1+2VB2−VB3−VB4−VB5−VB6

3RL
· 1
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the balancing current will charge the higher-voltage cell in
reverse, leading to a lower average current and efficiency.
Particularly, when the switching frequency is twice f0, the
balancing current will charge and discharge the higher-voltage
cell during the first half switching period, and then charge
and discharge the lower-voltage cell during the second half
switching period. In this case, no energy is transferred from
the higher-voltage cell to the lower-voltage cell. Therefore,
the switching frequency is optimally set as the resonant
frequency f0 of the PCSC equalizer. In reality, the difference
of equivalent resistances, inductances and capacitances would
affect the amplitude of balancing current, further affecting the
balancing time of designed circuit. However, the balanced
battery voltage would not be affected when the switching
frequency is within twice f0. That is, the effectiveness of the
balancing circuit can be also guaranteed.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, two experimental prototypes were set up to
equalize four and six series-connected Li-ion battery strings.
Here, the nominal capacity of adopted Li-ion battery is 1100-
mAh. 49W2871 MOSFETs are used for Q1-Q6. Detailed of
the inductors, capacitors, and multi-winding transformer are
illustrated in Table I. According to (11), with measured LC
0.6 uH, f0 is approximatively calculated as 50 kHz.

 

 

  

Fig. 4. Hardware setups of the balancing circuits.

Fig. 4 shows the hardware setups of the balancing circuits,
while Fig. 5 details the corresponding experimental waveforms
of the balancing currents for the CBB-PCSC equalizer. From
Fig. 5 (a), it is seen that the winding currents of the CBB are
linear waveforms, indicating that the balancing currents are
mainly affected by the leakage inductances LL1-LL3 rather
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Fig. 5. Experimental waveforms of balancing currents of CBB-PCSC equal-
izer at 50 kHz. (a) The winding currents. (b) The capacitor currents.

than the magnetic inductances Lm1-Lm3. Here the maximum
amplitude of the winding current (i.e., iL3), reaches 2 A.

For the capacitor currents, the approximately sine wave-
forms are generated at 50 kHz due to the effects of the parasitic
inductances in circuits, resulting in a fully-charged or fully-
discharged condition for the capacitors, as shown in Fig. 5 (b).
Consequently, CBB-PCSC equalizer can achieve maximum
energy transfer during a switching cycle, further leading to
a potential high efficiency. Here the maximum amplitude of
the capacitor current, i.e., iC3, reaches 2 A.

Next, in order to investigate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed integrated equalizer, the conventional BB equalizer
[17] is first used as a comparison to equalize four series-
connected Li-ion cells (B1, B2, B3, and B4) with various
initial voltages (3.239V, 3.195V, 2.968V, and 2.430V re-
spectively). The corresponding experimental results in terms
of cell voltage, balancing current and balancing efficiency
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Fig. 6. Balancing results of the conventional BB equalizer [6] for four series-connected cells. (a) Cell voltage. (b) Balancing current. (c) Balancing efficiency.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 

  
Fig. 7. Balancing results of the proposed IBB-PCSC equalizer for four series-connected cells. (a) Cell voltage. (b) Balancing current. (c) Balancing efficiency.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE INDUCTORS, CAPACITORS, AND MULTI-WINDING TRANSFORMERS

Inductors L(µH) RL (mΩ) Capacitors C (µF) RC (mΩ) Windings of Transformer Lm (µH) LL (µH) RL (mΩ)
L1 127.3 32 C1 13.7 36 W1 121.1 2.6 36
L2 127.3 24 C2 13.8 47 W2 121.3 2.64 40
L3 125.4 36 C3 13.6 50 W3 121.1 2.34 26

evolutions are illustrated in Fig. 6 (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
Here, the maximum initial voltage gap is 0.809V for B1 and
B4. By using the conventional BB equalizer, this maximum
voltage gap can only be reduced to 0.042V after nearly 5500s,
implying a slow equalization speed and poor equalization
performance. Besides, due to just AC2C equalization, the
maximum balancing current can only reach 0.63A for B4.
Fig. 6(c) shows the measured balancing efficiency versus the
output power in this case. It is evident that the balancing
efficiency is unsatisfactory with only the maximum value of
78.7% at 1.34 W balancing power.

Fig. 7 illustrates the experimental equalization results of
the proposed integrated IBB-PCSC equalizer for four series-
connected Li-ion cells. For comparison, the initial cell voltages
are also set to 3.239V, 3.195V, 2.968V, and 2.430V, respec-
tively. From Fig. 7(a), the maximum voltage gap reduces to
only 0.02V (97.5% decrease) after 1988s, which is 63.9% less
than that of the conventional BB equalizer. Besides, here the
maximum balancing current becomes 1.2A for B4, and the
equalization efficiency is also increased to 90.4% at 2.17W
balancing power. These significant improvements are mainly
caused by the AC2AC equalization of the PCSC. However,
the BB converters still cause large energy loss, limiting the
further increase of the balancing efficiency.

Fig. 8 illustrates the balancing results of the proposed SBB-
PCSC equalizer. It can be seen that the voltage gap between
B1 and B4 reduces to 0.02V after 1908s, which is quicker
than that in the IBB-PCSC equalizer case. Nevertheless, the

maximum efficiency value here is 92.6% at 1.768W balancing
power, indicating that removing the superfluous BB converters
benefits the balancing efficiency. Therefore, we can conclude
that the proposed SBB-PCSC equalizer has smaller size, lower
cost, higher efficiency and speed than the IBB-PCSC equalizer.

Fig. 9 illustrates the equalization results of the proposed
CBB-PCSC equalizer. Because the CBB and PCSC equalizers
simultaneously achieve the AC2AC equalization, all the cells
are balanced towards the average cell voltage. The higher-
voltage cells are balanced by discharging and the lower-voltage
cells are balanced by charging. As shown in Fig. 9 (b), the
higher the battery voltage difference, the greater the balancing
current changes. It can be seen that by using the CBB-
PCSC equalizer, the total time is reduced to 1600s, while
the balancing current is increased to 1.3A. Particularly, the
equalization efficiency is improved to 96%. In conclusion, the
proposed CBB-PCSC equalizer achieves the highest speed and
efficiency among three integrated topologies.

In order to further identify the benefits of proposed SBB-
PCSC and CBB-PCSC equalizers, the balancing results of
six series-connected cells under the same initial conditions
for other equalizers including SBB equalizer and SBB-SCSC
equalizer [19] are obtained and illustrated in Fig. 10. As shown
in Fig. 10 (a), it seems that the SBB equalizer can only
realize the equalization within each two-cell group, and is
difficult to achieve the equalization among two-cell groups.
From Fig. 10 (b), the proposed SBB-SCSC equalizer [19]
achieves the full equalizations, as the SBB equalizer realizes
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Fig. 8. Balancing results of the proposed SBB-PCSC equalizer for four series-connected cells. (a) Cell voltage. (b) Balancing current. (c) Balancing efficiency.
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Fig. 9. Balancing results of the proposed CBB-PCSC equalizer for four series-connected cells. (a) Cell voltage. (b) Balancing current. (c) Balancing efficiency.
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Fig. 10. A comparison of the balancing results of the proposed equalizers
for six series-connected cells. (a) The SBB equalizer. (b) The SBB-SCSC
equalizer [19]. (c) The SBB-PCSC equalizer. (d) The CBB-PCSC equalizer.

the AC2C equalization within every two-cell group and the
SCSC equalizer achieves the AC2C equalization between
the two-cell groups. However, the balancing time is up to
3500s. By comparison, due to the achievement of AC2AC
equalization among the two-cell groups, the balancing time of
the SBB-PCSC equalizer is reduced to 2700s, as illustrated
in Fig. 10 (c). From Fig. 10 (d), the balancing time of the
CBB-PCSC equalizer is the smallest one (here is just 2000s)
because of the AC2AC equalization for all cells. Besides, after
balancing process, the maximum voltage difference among
cells is less than 15mV.

IV. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL EQUALIZERS

In this section, to further evaluate the performance of
proposed integrated equalizers, a comparison in terms of
the component number, circuit size, total cost, efficiency,
balancing mode, current, and speed is illustrated in Tables II.

The effectiveness of this comparison way has been proven in
[34]. For this comparison, battery string consists of 8 battery
modules with 12 cells in one module. Total cost is calculated
through the quantity of the components and the component
cost per unit. Circuit size is evaluated based on the compo-
nent number and the volume of each component. Balancing
speed is evaluated by the balancing paths and the balancing
current. The BB equalizer [17] can achieve the automatic and
simultaneous balancing between every two adjacent cells with
a simple control. The main advantage is the modularization
design and low voltage stress on switches. However, this
equalizer needs 190 MOSFETs and 95 inductors, leading to a
large size and high cost ($213.8).

Through using two MOSFETs for one cell and one capacitor
for two adjacent cells to realize the AC2C equalization, the
SCSC equalizer [18] still owns characteristics of large size,
high cost ($ 215.8), and small balancing current (0.57A).
Moreover, as the cell number increases, the corresponding
balancing efficiency will exponentially decrease.

As an improvement of the SCSC equalizer, the PCSC
equalizer [29] achieves the AC2AC equalization, bringing the
benefits that the balancing speed and efficiency are indepen-
dent of cell number and initial imbalanced statuses of cell
voltages. However, this PCSC equalizer still requires two
MOSFETs for one cell, leading to a large size and high cost
($ 216). In addition, the energy from the source cell must
go through two capacitors before reaching the target cells,
resulting in a small balancing current (0.57A) and medium
speed. The SBB-SCSC equalizer in [19] requires only one
MOSFET for each cell, leading to a medium size and low
cost ($120). However, the SBB part only can realize the AC2C
equalization within every two-cell group and the SCSC part
only can achieve the AC2C equalization between the two-cell
groups, resulting in a medium balancing speed.

Through simply integrating BB and PCSC equalizers, the
IBB-PCSC equalizer presents the highest cost ($225.8), which
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TABLE II
A COMPARISON OF BATTERY EQUALIZERS

Equalizers Component number Size Cost ($)a Efficiency Balancing mode Current (A) SpeedM L C T
BB equalizer [17] 190 95 0 0 Large 213.8 High 78.70% AC2C 0.63 Low
SCSC equalizer [18] 192 0 95 0 Large 215.8 High 93% AC2C 0.57 Low
PCSC equalizer [29] 192 0 96 0 Large 216 High 94% AC2AC 0.57 Medium
SBB-SCSC equalizer [19] 96 48 47 0 Medium 120 Low 92.10% AC2C+AC2C 1.1 Medium
IBB-PCSC equalizer 190 95 48 0 Large 225.8 High 90.40% AC2C+AC2AC 1.2 Medium
SBB-PCSC equalizer 96 48 48 0 Medium 120 Low 92.60% AC2C+AC2AC 1.1 Medium
Proposed CBB-PCSC equalizer 96 0 52 9 Small 136 Medium 96% AC2AC+AC2AC 1.3 High

aComponent cost per unit ($): MOSFET (M) (0.2), MOSFET Driver IC (0.8), Diode (D) (0.15), Inductor (L) (0.25), Capacitor (C) (0.25), and Transformer
(T) (3) [24].

is caused by many involved components. However, this pro-
posed equalizer also owns several benefits such as the easy
extension for odd and even numbers of cell.

In fact, the SBB-PCSC equalizer is an improvement of
the IBB-PCSC and SBB-SCSC equalizers, which achieves the
AC2AC equalization between the two-cell groups, speeding up
the balance process with similar balancing current. However,
the disadvantage is that this equalizer is only applied to even
numbers of cells because of the BB converter for two cells.

The proposed CBB-PCSC equalizer combines the advan-
tages of the IBB-PCSC and SBB-PCSC equalizers. It is easy
to extend as it is modular but also has medium cost but small
size. Particularly, the balancing speed is the fastest because the
AC2AC equalizations can be achieved both within and among
the two-cell groups, further resulting in a highest balancing
efficiency (96%). However, the effectiveness of the CBB is
utterly dependent on the consistency of the multiple windings
of the transformer. In addition, the cost ($136) is higher
than the SBB-SCSC equalizer and SBB-PCSC equalizer (both
13.3% increase) due to the multi-winding transformers.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an attempt has been made to design in-
tegrated equalizers based on joint BB and SC converters
without increasing the quantity of the MOSFETs and drivers.
Through detailed experimental analyses for four and six series-
connected Li-ion batteries and the comparisons with several
existed topologies, some conclusions can be obtained as fol-
lows, 1) By integrating the BB converter and SC converter
into one topology, the three proposed equalizers present their
own benefits, which is beneficial for the future improvement of
integrated equalization topology. 2) With AC2AC equalization
mode, the proposed IBB-PCSC, SBB-PCSC and CBB-PCSC
equalizers all present quicker speed and higher efficiency than
those of BB equalizer. 3) The IBB-PCSC equalizer is a basic
integrated topology, which can be easily scaled for odd and
even cell numbers. 4) The proposed SBB-PCSC equalizer
presents faster balancing speed and efficiency than those of
SBB-SCSC equalizer [19] due to the ability of achieving
AC2AC equalization through PCSC part. 5) Because the dual
AC2AC equalizations are achieved through both CBB and
PCSC parts, the proposed CBB-PCSC equalizer owns the
highest speed and efficiency with compact size and acceptable
cost, becoming the most efficient one for the series-connected
battery string in this study.
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